TILLAMOOK COUNTY
HISTORICAL: GLO Page 4, Year 1857
Book 10 Page 137 Ed. Government Witness Year 1896
Book 4 Page 69 Rewitnessed Corner Year 1949
Book 5 Page 98 Ed. 1949 B.T.'s & Iron Pipe Year 1988
Oregon State Board of Forestry MAPS B-540 & A-1102

CONDITION
Found:
Poor - Rusted
Parked at end of old fence line
FD stump - bottom at face usable
4' Spr N W 30E 424' field dist = 42' 9" ft
FD remants at Bearing & dist
96' Spr N 12 E 1.38 chains field dist = 91' 9"
Gate falls in road
68' Spr S 18 W 115 chains

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 1/4" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap in Concrete and tile

NEW ACCESSORY:
5' FIR S 31E 15 4/8"
48' SPRuce S 74W 68 4/8"
I set a 1" IRON ROD in the apparent C of old U.S. HWY 101 bears S 74W 27 1/8, PRT w/ Spruce 87, 5/4 ft 9-61.

COMMENTS: Corner is 4 feet east of top of back slope of old U.S. HWY #101. Area has been recently logged.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: Gale Arthur & George Urey

DATE: 12-3-68

TITLE: County corner rag affixed.